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There is need to end slavery
There is story deptect the Ramayan. It is said that Ravan had
undedd Jatau with sword and Jatau fail on the land from the sky. The
mistake committed by jatiu this much that he tried to save honour of
Goddess Sita. The same story has been repeated with the 137 members of
parliament who had demanded in parliament for giving some amount in cash
to the voters every month on the pattern of pay and allowance and for
implementing the package of the political reforms in parliament. They were
issued even notice for making this demand these members of parliament the
historic the petition in the interest of the nation of the author Bharat Gandhi
and others the members had advanced this argument in their support that the
voters should alsos get salary and allowance because it they who make we
members eligible for getting salary and allowances. This amount has been
named as votership on the pattern of scholarship. If the proposal moved in
parliament is excepted the every voters will be issued ATM cash card in
place of photo identity card and he will be entitled to get atleast Rs 1750 and
DA on this amount. Exeptance of this proposal by parliament would have
change the face of country but the billionaires did not like this idea that the
poors also may start bargaining for their labour and start demanding for hike
in the wages after they are given the amount of votership. They also were
not ready to digest that fact that good people may acquire power after
reforms is made in politics because it could have been checked those leaders
who are in the habit of taking commission for everything. The parties and
their president need a good amount to run their parties and they get this
amount from the billionaires only. Therefore, they to were influence by
threat given by the billionaires. The passages of law on this proposal could
have the power of voters in place of leader of the country because the power
in fact lies in the hands of those who are authorized spend the amount of tax.
Several heads of the Parties, the Governments of at centre and the
states and many of the officials are already in favour of continuing economic
slavery for the development, but even the intellectuals who present fake
solution to the development also consider that economic slavery is essential

for development. They will prefer making 80 percent people slave for the
next 1000 years and sacrificing interest of such a huge population at the alter
of factious development Evidently, the people presenting unreal solution by
way of severely criticising the leaders and the bureaucrats are themselves a
big problem for the society.
In such a situation there is nothing uncommon if the question is raised
as to why the people should not rebel against dictatorship of the rich in the
name of democracy when the maximum number of the people is to be
treated as slaves and why the ongoing dictatorship of the rich should be
legitimized by casting votes when every party after widening of its base is to
be captured by the rich. Why the party presidents and their supporters who
exploit democracy and favour feudalism should not be politically boycotted.
Why the demand for reservation in Parliament, Legislative Assemblies and
jobs for the poors and middle classes shouldn’t be raised.
When the 80 percent people who are economically weak are never in
a position to win elections, then why these 80 percent people shouldn’t take
initiatives action to create a separate system of governance, judiciary,
currency etc for themselves. Why all the facilities like salary, pension
allowance travel by rail, bus and air should be given to the leaders only, why
these facilities shouldn’t be extended to the voters as well.
Today the new generation is seeking freedom in this Internet Era as
they are supposed to exhibit their talent all over the world. They are required
to be liberated from the boundaries of the nations. But the irony is that the
power is still in the hands of those conservative people who had read the
books fifty years ago and who are unaware of the challenges existing of the
present.
They have been suppressing the document related to Political reforms
signed by 137 Members of Parliament since 2006, which has potential to
change the whole world. They are not even ready to hold a debate on it, how
they can implement the same. 6 May 2008 was scheduled for holding debate
on it but parliament was prorogued one day before.
So the readers are requested to support our move of reforming politics
of the countries and the world and establishing genuine democracy in place
of fake democracy going on all over the world by publishing this book. They
are requested to get associated with the organistion of their choice which is
working towards global change.

Bharat Gandhi

15 Sep 2009
New Delhi.

Real cause of existing poverty (slavery)
1)
Just 1 percent amount of the income of the richest 500 persons of the
world is adequate enough to eradicate poverty from the entire world, but the
richest people are above the law and they consider it necessary to keep the
reserves of the poors to works for them.
2)
The reason for existing poverty has been the absence of solid
arguments and dearth of publicity in favour of the poors.
3)
There are many people who have been assigned the task of eradicating
poverty consider it all necessary to maintain the big force of poors/slaves.
4)
Most of the governments, intellectuals and leaders are engaged in
removing their own poverty instead of removing economic slavery.
5)
The people registering opposition to proposed votership in parliament
are protectors of poverty and slavery.
What is economic independence
1)
Imposition of the condition to work for earning livelihood but for
providing luxury there is no condition to work and this is evidence of
economic slavery.
2)
Not giving money by the government despite having fund in case of
nom compliance of condition to work is economic slavery.
3)
Most of the farmer after purchasing tractors discontinues the use of
bullocks and getting installed machines for every work being consider
themselves above rich and to take the poors as surplus population. They join
hands with the process of exploiting poors who find themselves trupped in
bizarre situation in which they face price rise and money crunch
simultaneously. The planning commission has been entrusted to look after
this work (behind the curtain of development). 137 members of Parliament
had moved a proposal of votership in Parliament in 2005 with a view to
prevent all this but the billionairs threated Party Presidents of its ill
consequences. The party Presidents showed the members of the outcome of
violating Party whips and the members didn’t show gults to proceed further
on this issue. The proposed votership was left in midway Poverty, slaver and

suicides are going on as usual. They country will attain richness yet these
problems will continue further for thousands of years to come.
4)

Poverty is not caused on account of shortage but for laws.

5)

Poverty is the outcome of laws favouring economics slavery.

6)
Economic slavery is ulcer and poverty is pus leaked from clear.
Poverty eradication means dressing of pus and continuing of ulcer.
7)

Bullocks are not poor but slaves which are compelled to feed straws.

8)
Bullocks will not get breads they will get only straws even if bullocks
begin to work more for providing more grains out of love for its master.
9)
Poor citizens of the country are also slaves like those of bullocks.
Poors are bullocks tamed by billionaires for working against less wages,
calling them retarted, idle, sinner of the past drunkard, gambler and workless
is sheer ignorance or a conspiracy against them or both.
10) Extending help to poors may not end economic slavery, it will come
to an end by fixing share to the voters as their birth right.
11) The above share is called votership amount. Economic independence
is impossible without votership. Removing poverty is impossible without
economic slavery. Votership is equal to sharing bread but the money earned
through labour is equal to straw.
Figures relating to votership in Parliament

1)

The number of MPs moving the proposal of votership
In Parliament under Rule 168 during the year 2006-08

137

2)

The Number of Loksabha MPs

112

3)

The number of Rajyasabha MPs

25

4)

The number of BJP MPs

54

5)

The number of SP MPs

19

6)

The number of BSP and Congress MPs

08

7)

The number of CPM, CPI, JD (U) MPs

00

8)

The number of RJD and JM MPs

04

9)

The number of RSP MPs

03

10)

The number of BJD, AGP MPs

02

11)

The number of SDF, MNF, NLF, JKNC, RLD, MDMK, DMK

01

12)

The number of MPs seeking debates on votership in Parliament
under rule 193

33

Reasons for not enacting votership law in Parliament
1)
Power and shining of money produced leaders in the families of
Forwarded castes. With money of votership the same thing will happen in
the families of Dalits also with this all Dalits will not be compelled to
assemble under the banner of same Dalit leader. Most of the Dalit leaders
including Ramdas Athawale opposed votership in Parliament out of this fear
only.
2)
Eradication of poverty will not create feeling for the need for the
communist rule among the poors. The communist parties opposed this move
for the fear of this outcome.
3)
The people leading a prosperous lives on the labour of workers
opposed this move because they took it as true that proposed votership will
enhance wages.
4)
The party presidents prevented their members of Parliament from
doing anything further in support of votership under the influence of
threatening given by the billionaires for suppressing donation for contesting
elections to those who support votership.

Utility of votership
1.

Full control over the crimes motivated due to economic constraint.

2.

Eradication of poverty beyond any doubt.

3.

Proven check on population growth.

4.

Evolution to caste system based on their work.

5.

Inevitable check on corruption- automatic reduction in corruption
because of contraction of government sector, through check on
systematic corruption and control on consumerism, management of
political donation and check on economic corruption.

6.

Origin of patriotism.

7.

Economic justice to economically oppressed downtroddens and
relieving women from oppression.

8.

Effective check on crushing talents born in poor families.

9.

Emergence of automatic relief system in case of natural calamity.

10.

Treatment of mental blocking of the nation.

11.

Emancipation from involuntary prostitution and rehabilitation.

12.

Peace to resting souls of greatmen.

13.

Compensatory liability of multinational companies.

14.

Insurance of development of democracy and constitutional progress.

15.

Effective control on the problem of unemployment through
enhancement of purchasing power, provision of political finance,
ATM network, increasing staff strength of Banks, supporting
industries like bicycle industry, votership counselors, new recruitment
in the vertical secretariat, internal inspiration of wisdom jobs.

16.

Solution to the public problems of food, housing, drinking water
education, treatment.

17.

For knowing in detail please refer to the votership petition moved by
137 members of parliament published in form of a book.
Question – Answer on Votership

1.

In response to the argument of non availability of money you may say
that you are seeking just half of share.

2.

In response to the argument that no one would like to work after
getting pension you may say that one will work to become richer than
the neighbours and to get honour. The person getting a hefty amount
as interest every month of the sum deposited in Banks on account of
laws of succession also tends to work..

3.

In reply to the logic that the government of the neighbour countries
will become richer than our’s if money is distributed in this manner
you may advance this argument that the law for constituting the third
level government for holding panchayat between the two governments
is also being passed. The third level government is supposed to
change money from the neighbouring governments also. The
government of all the countries is liable to pay pension amount, our
government has not to do this exclusively.

4.

In response to the logic that the country is burdened with debt you
may say that you are claiming the amount of your share and you are
ready to repay the share of your debt through paying your three
months pension. If confronted with this logic that money will not be
left for development you may reply that you are leaving half of the
amount of your share.

5.

If someone says to you that the country is facing the problem of huge
population, you may retort by saying that the rich families are not
suffering with the problems of population increase only poor families
are confronted with the problems of population increase. After
votership amount is reached to every household, the girls will be

equally educated with this amount and the educated girls will bring a
check on population suomoto.
6.

If someone says that poverty will continue till population is
increasing. You must say that boarding of money by rich persons is
the main reason of poverty and the government on account of law of
succession allows to pass on money free of cost to the sons from the
father. There is no check on this. The son gets the money without
making any effort and thus this power money starts pulling money
from the poors like a magnet. With continuance of this law the rich
persons will be pulling the money from the poors despite the
population gets decreased and thus poors will remain as poors. As a
matter of fact this is a slavery, not poverty. Poverty will exist as long
as slavery goes on.

7.

If this argument is advanced that people will consume liquor with the
money of votership. You must confront by saying that everyone is not
addicted to liquor. For the cause of drunkards, why the teetotalers
should be punished. Now onwards the wives of the drunkards will no
longer be dependent upon their drunkard husbands they will be able to
mountain their families with the amount of votership.

8.

In reply to the comment that where from such huge amount can be
managed, you should that this much money can be managed by
imposing tax on the properties of the billionaires, closing useless
departments and paraphernalia of the government, levying tax on the
rich fellows living abroad and unearthing black money deposit within
and outside the country.

9.

In reply to the comment that India will become a weak nation on the
line of Russia if voter pension is introduced, you are required to say
that for this reason only demand has not been made for full economic
equality, only minimum economic equality is being sought in, which
may create this much equality if government agrees to pay Rs 1750 as
voter pension but with this amount only any one cannot acquire
wealth.

10.

In response to the logic that poors suffer on account of their deeds you
must say that suffering on account of one’s deeds is alright but
happening so as a result of law is not justified. All are the children of

his Almighty and he will be happy if votership amount is paid to all of
this children as a father feels over prosperity of his son.
11.

In reply to the argument that the provision of voter pension made by
the government will cause price rise you should say that for this
reason only Dearness Allowance is also being sought alongwith voter
pension and this allowance is already payable to the government
employee. This allowance should be given to all as price rise affects
everybody. Production cannot get diminished if there is money,
machine and workforce in the country and in such a situation price
cannot go up.

12.

For other similar question answer please refer the petition on
votership moved by 137 MPs in Parliament, which has been published
in book form.

Votership Mantra
1.

Improve politics, emanicipate world

2.

Poverty is pus, slavery is ulcer, treat ulcer instead of cleaning pus.

3.

Machine is for all and all is meant for labor, bridge the gap between
rich and poor

4.

Hit hate, break visa to bring world together

5.

Division of Dalit reservation, friendship between rich and poor.

6.

We wish, Pay money to all

7.

Favour votership, rule the country

8.

Implement voter pension or leave power connection

9.

Votership will complete the mission of equality professed by many
saints

10.

Protect poors among Dalits by introduction of inclusive reservation.

11.

Vote, not note (currency)

12.

Voter pension solve every tension

13.

World is for change, power to gentle and money to voter

14.

Break the journey of economic slavery

15.

We wish money to all, power to good and peace in globalhood.

16.

No rest till share to all in.

To know the reasons for not enacting law in detail please refer the book
‘Great war against economic turbulance’ (Price Rs 40- the book is available
in Hindi, English, Punjabi, Marathi and Urdu)
What is Votership?
1)

A new terminology on the line of scholarship.

2)

Voter’s share against the share of machines in GDP

3)

Government’s share in the Private property and private income and
the debentures to individuals who participate in the process of
formation of government i.e. voters in that share.

4)

The fees given to voters for their contribution in formation of
government and enaction of law.

5)

The fees to be paid to voters as is paid to three pillars of democracy.

6)

Voters share in rent against common property.

7)

Measures for common mens participation in development.

8)

Measures for economic democracy and economic freedom.

9)

Measures for attaining freedom of undertaking work of one’s choice.

10)

Measures to lead life with dignity

11)

Measures to convert fake democracy into genuine one.

12)

Measures to contract population

13)

Measures to enhance voting percentage in elections

14)

To know about this in detail please refer the petition on votership
presented in parliament by 137 members of Parliament, which has
been published in book form.

Why Votership
1)

Machinisation is a compulsion in world economy base on Dunkle
(GATT) agreement. Computers snatched work from the hands of
educated one, so did bulldozers/tractors by snatching work from the
hands of illiterates. Hence, Providing employment to every hand is
impossible.

2)

Till now forced work has been taken as employment under
compulsion but now it is not so.

3)

Imposing condition to work for money essential for life is a evil of
economic slavery. One who is willing to attain richness should be
asked to work not one who just want to fulfil basic necessities of life.

4)

The participants in law making process (Voters) did not charge any
money earlier but now they want it. The rich who acquired richness
by extracting benefits from law should pay this fees (tax for votership
fund) law making is a work in itself and votership is fee for this work.

5)

Economic slavery is no longer a source of production.

6)

Illness of public is not so bad as is their unemployment.

7)

Votership is solution to many of the present problems.

8)

There is no better way than paying for votership for inclusive growth.

9)

There is no alternative to vetership

10)

To know in detail about this please go through the petition on
votership as presented by 137 MPs in parliament which is published
in book form (Price Rs 60)

Votership : Source of Money ?
Indigenous sources of India
1)

Direct funding for public welfare budget (Around 4 lakh 26 crore)

2)

Property tax on the people above richness line (Rs 50 crore)

3)

Tax for governance

Common global source
1)

The amount received by India from developed countries under the
liability for Millenium Development goal (MDG) tax on Multinational
companies (MNCs) the tax realized by UNO on income and tax of
global traders.

2)

India’s share in the fund established with the tax amount as 7 percent
of GDP of all countries collected as share of natural resources from all
countries in U.N.O.

3)

To know about this in detail please refer the petition on votership
presented in Parliament by members of parliament which has been
published in book form.

Is Votership possible?
1)

At least the amount being spent in different heads such as Ration,
Panjiri, Mid day meal, pension of various kinds subsidies etc can be
possibly send directly in voters accounts. The amount of votership can
be paid for many months together with the money government spends
on sports games and luxury sports and luxuries are not equally
precious as are two times meals

2)

If paying votership to all in one go is not possible it may be paid in
installments serially to poor women, to all poors to all women and
lastly to all voters.

3)

Prior to installation of ATM machines it was almost impossible to
introduce votership but now it is possible.

4)

The political parties having intertion of befooling the public will no
longer be able to garner votes and they will have to support votership
in Parliament sooner or later for running the parties.

5)

The argument for non availability of funds for votership can be
advanced only after raising tax on the rich. Till now tax has been not
imposed for this purpose.

6)

Till 1947 money raised in the country got to be spent in London, from
1950 onwards that money was to be spent in Delhi and the capitals of
the States. In 1967 Prime Minister shastriji favoured sending the
money in the districts and in 1972 Indiraji sent that money towards the
blocks. Again in 1985 under Rajiv Gandhi regime that money was
sent to villages through panchayati Raj. Now the turn is for the
families to receive that money. This is going to happen exactly
through votership.

7)

When this compaign is going on successfully under the name of basic
income in 24 countries such as Brazil Namibia Neetherland etc why
the same system cannot succeed in India.

8)

Prior to Shri Sridharan other Engineers could not take up the
challenge of taking up Metro Project but he executed the same will al
success. Like wise if any one takes the argument that votership cannot
be possibly introduced he is simply showing his inability. But this is
definitely possible for those who are associated with this move of
votership. Every work is not meant for everyone. If political Parties
together feel that votership cannot be implemented, they should give
chance to these compaigners of votership form a government of their
own for implementing votership agenda.

9)

Had Duryodhana been able to stable his rule for the generations to
come, the lineages of Yudhisthir could get only this reply from them
you may just seek employment don’t seek the rent against your
ancestors property (Votership) there is no money for votership. It is
not possible to provide votership see the wretched conditions we
members of royal family are living in our family owns a fleet of 10
cars only. We are compelled live like this. How can we give tax in
such constraints. It is obvious that those who consider votershiip as an

impossible proposition are feeding wrong thing in the minds of people
like thos sucessors of Duryodhana.
10)

Prior to Mulayam singh government (2004) it could not be possible to
give unemployment allowance. The central government is giving Rs
400 in cas now but earlier this was not made possible. Efforts in right
direction make any thing possible. In absence of efforts everything
seems quite impossible.

11)

To know about this in detail please read the petition on votership
signed by 137 members of Parliament presented in parliament which
has been published in book form.

Great Men’s words and votership
1.

I am going to start struggle for economic freedom after achieving
political freedom……..
Mahatama Gandhi

2.

Right to vote gives chance of participation to voters in the political
decision and votership right make them participant in economic
decision taken by the state…………………………Bharat Gandhi

3.

We are leading towards the world Government…Jawahar Lal Nehru

4.

In this era of free trade and internet the governments of the countries
have become rudderless in absence of the world govt.Bharat Gandhi

5.

Socialism will be accepted but after my death.
Dr Ram Manohar Lohia

6.
On 26th January 1950 we will be entering into dual life of inner
contradiction. We will find equality in Politics but inequality in social and
economic life. We will be accepting the formulae of one man one vote in
Politics but not accepting this ideal in our social and economic life.
Dr B.R. Ambedkar
(To
Chairman
of
the
constituent Assembly)
7.

Right to vote created political equality and votership right will create
minimum economic equality.
Bharat Gandhi

8.

Political democracy is meaningless with economic democracy.
Pt Deen Dayal Upadhyaya

9.

Votership is a measure to achieve economic democracy in the way
vote is a means of political democracy.

10.

Money and lands are to be divided the hungry people will not kept
silence.
Achary Vinoba Bhave

11.

The King should be of stoic character like lord Rama.

12.

Votership will make it possible to search the person of stoic character
and handover the power to him.
Bharat Gandhi

13. The next generation will put this question to the present generation
whether there was no thinker who could have propounded the thought that
the condition forcing to work for bread is an immoral act.Osho (Year1982)
14. Voter Pension (Votership) gives unconditional right to live. Bharat
Ganhi (1996)
15.

Fulfilment of minimum basis needs is responsibility of the state.

16.

The path between capitalism and communalism is appropriate for
India.
Jawaharlal Nehru

17.

Votership is a path between the two.

18.

Average living is equivalent to non violent living.
Acharya SriRam Sharma

19.

Votership provides opportunity to lead an average life to both above
and below specific income line.
Bharat Gandhi

20.

Establishment of justice is possible only under the rule of proletariat.

21.

Political power is just like a shadow of economic power the real
power of governance lies not in chair, but in money. Establishment of
justice does not require power to all proletariats but money which is
possible through votership.
Bharat Gandhi

22.

Genuine solution to poverty today lies with Bharat Gandhi. The
Central Government should pay head. Dr Bharat Jhunjhunwala
(Economist)

23.

Votership carries forward the intention of the constitution makers. It
will enhance voting percentage which is the biggest need to today.
Subhash Kashyap
(Constitution Expert)

Bharat Gandhi

